


Hello and welcome to the first issue of Hydertales! 
 

We’ve worked hard on this issue and we’re so excited to be 
able to showcase the many talents of the students here at 

the CIEE Arts and Sciences Program in Hyderabad. We 
have various photographers and our writers are well-

versed in the arts of satire, poetry, and nonfiction. We 
hope to showcase even more talented writers in the future, 

to fully capture the diversity of talent we have here in our 
group. Look around and we hope you enjoy this first issue. 
 

Thanks for reading! 
 

Best, 
 

Virali, Emily, & Sinika 

Editor-In-Chief Virali Dave (the George Washington University)  

Submissions Editor Emily Crnkovich (Macalester College) 

Communications Editor Sinika Martin-González (Kenyon College) 

Writers Anthony Pizzo (Rutgers University)  

      Brady Becker (University of Minnesota) 

Photography Alena Gormally (Dickenson College) 

        Jesse Okwu (Knox College) 

        Cali Winslow (Central Michigan University)  
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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS 



Welcome to the CIEE Arts and Sciences Program at the Univer-
sity of Hyderabad. On behalf of the CIEE Study Center. I am 

delighted to send you the latest edition of the CIEE newsletter, 
Hydertales! 

 
The newsletter is a compilation of various students perspec-

tives, reflections, experiences, and photographs. Please take a 
moment to look around and read our students’ stories about 

life and learning during their time in abroad. A big thank you 
to the students who contributed to the newsletter!  

 
Thank you from everyone at the CIEE Study Center for reading 

this edition of Hydertales. 
 

Kavitha Venkata Gooty 
Resident Director 

CIEE Arts and Sciences 
University of Hyderabad 

Resident Director’s Welcome 
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Alena made a new friend!  



where I be 
By Anthony Pizzo 
 

just got back from Bangalore  
so I'm chillin in Tagore 
where I never be feeling bored  

cause I be in the moment  
breakfast in the morning  

except when I'm yawning  
and fall back asleep  
but I love to drink  

that grape juice they be pouring  
deep down my throat it goes  
like a boat in the ocean when it sinks  

everything be slightly spicy  
and they keep the sweets 

like grandmas pantry  
my taste buds adapted like a rabbit  
on the brink of going extinct  

now it's my favorite to eat the spice 
no more bland rice or canned beans  

I wish we could get some blueberries 
and I can't wait for mango season 
to hit the region of India I'm staying in 

I would pay 500 rupees just to taste  
the greatness  
of the fruit I just named  

when I see one I show no restraint  
it's engrained in my nature to obtain the gains 

and ever since I've got off the plane 
I've felt no pain 
cause I know I'm in the right place 
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A woman asked for a photo with her onions for sale at 

Rythu Bazar (farmer’s market). 
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A dancing band play dollu  

kunitha, a traditional song and 

dance that is popular 

in Karnataka.  



Why I Chose India 
By Virali Dave 
 
Growing up, I’d always known I wanted to study abroad. 

My aunt studied abroad in Australia when I was in the 
fourth grade and since then, I’d planned to do the same. 
This past summer, I lived in Madrid for twelve weeks, a 

time I still think of as the best three months of my life. 
Before Spain, I’d wanted to study abroad in Amsterdam. 

I was in love with the city’s vibe, culture, and political 
atmosphere. After Spain, I wasn’t sure I wanted to study 
abroad at all. I had felt tired of traveling, weary of seeing 

countless cathedrals and endless parks. Did I really 
need another few months abroad, doing the same thing 
yet again? It was then that I decided that if I was going 

to travel, it would not be within Europe. But why choose 
India? 
 

I was born in Mumbai back when it was still Bombay. 
My parents and I moved first to Nigeria and then to the 

U.S. when I was two, but numerous visits throughout 
the years allowed me to still feel attached to my city, to 
still think of it as home, to whatever degree. So when I 

reconsidered study abroad, I thought—why not India? 
I’d always fantasized about living in India for some 

amount of time, thinking of it as something that would 
happen in my fifties or sixties, if at all. But if there is one 
thing that Spain and Newton have taught me, it’s that if 

you want something to happen, you’ve got to make it 
happen. Like Newton’s first law of motion explains, for an object to resist continuing on-

wards in a relative state of motion, a certain amount of force must be applied. For a per-
son to affect themself in some way, they must become the force needed to make that 
change, to resist that inertia. 
 

I’ve been in India for over six weeks now, and Hyderabad officially feels like home. And be-
cause I know I’ll eventually have to leave, I don’t take these auto rides and the fresh coco-

nut water and the time spent with friends and family for granted. I think I’ve done a lot 
throughout the city so far, and I have our amazing CIEE staff to thank for that. Now for 

the remaining two-thirds of my stay in this city, I plan to do more traveling throughout the 
country, hopefully to places I haven’t been to before, and I plan on exploring more of the 
city’s sights and restaurants. At the same time, I’m trying to keep the “study” in “study 

abroad,” and the classes I’m taking are all incredibly interesting and are helping me feel a 
bit more grounded and a bit less like I’m on extended vacation. And of course, education 

doesn’t happen only in the classroom. I’m trying to soak up all that Hyderabad has to 
teach me like a sponge; I’m working on my Hindi, hoping to improve my bargaining skills, 
and am trying to become friends with the students in my classes. 
 

I’m so happy I chose to study abroad, that I chose India, that I chose this program. We’ve 
gotten so many incredible opportunities here and I’m hoping to make the most of my stay. 
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Never have I seen as much color as            

in India 



Winslow leaves Bollywood 

Dance Indefinitely 
By Brady Becker 

 

In a stirring turn of events, Cali Winslow 
has announced that she is stepping away 
from Bollywood Dance indefinitely, shak-

ing the world of CIEE TICULP (Training in 
Indian Cultural Performances) classes to 

its core. Of the many TICULP courses of-
fered at the University of Hyderabad, Bol-
lywood Dance is regarded by many as the 

most advanced course. After all, the Bol-
lywood dance is showcased as the final 

performance at SIP’s annual end of the 
semester recital. “The Bollywood Dance 
recital is second to only the Mushroom 

Rock here on campus… anyone who tells 
you different has had one too many samo-
sas,” commented Raju, CIEE office ad-

ministrator.  
 

Reports have surfaced that Winslow was 
cancerous to the overall team dynamic. 
Anonymous sources revealed that Wins-

low butted heads with renowned Bolly-
wood instructor, Suresh. Winslow report-

edly had a tendency to stop practice when 
she felt her intensity was not being 
matched by fellow dancers.  

 
When asked about Winslow’s departure, 
vocal leader Rachel Marstellar asserted, 

“It don’t no make no difference to me. I’m 
gon’ get mine more than I get got, doe.” 

 
Other members of the Bollywood team 
were quick to pass blame. “Others will 

need to step up. I can’t do this by myself. 
I can only shimmy so hard,” added 

Michaela “Mike” Myers.  
 
Insiders have interjected with contrarian 

insights that reveal that Cali Winslow is 
in fact a beautiful soul incapable of harm. 
These reports seem to hold more credibil-

ity. Analysts predict Winslow will galva-
nize the CIEE Henna design class with 

her incredible grace.  
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Rachel and Corinne explore Golconda Fort. 
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Ferris Wheel spinning at the Exhibition. 
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Oh, Rachel.  

(inspired by Michelangelo’s 

“The Creation of Adam”) 

Here and There 
By Emily Crnkovich 
 
In my first month in Hyderabad I don’t know if I’ve been more surprised by the things that 
differ from what I’m used to at home, or by the things that are exactly the same. On one 

hand, there are only so many ways that you can effectively cram thousands of people into a 
city, and globalization is, you know, a thing. On the other hand, people travel for a reason- 
every place has its own personality. Here are some ways in which Hyderabad is exactly like, 

and unlike, every city I have ever visited. 
 
1.) Public Transit: Any city worth its smog has a decent bus or lightrail system, and Hydera-

bad is no different. The bus station near my house can get me anywhere in the city cheaply 
and efficiently. That doesn’t mean that things are always easy, though. I would love to see 

an NBA player go head to head with an Indian bus-goer trying to get a seat- Hyderabadi 
people know how to box out. You either have to push your way to a spot, or be stuck stand-
ing with somebody’s elbow digging into your spine for the rest of the trip. 
 

2.) Food and Shopping: On the bus ride from campus to my homestay, I pass a McDonald's, 

a KFC, a Nike outlet, a Levi jeans store, and Thai, Chinese, Italian, and Arabian restau-
rants. However, next to the McDonalds is a fantastic street food stall, and next to that is 
the neighborhood coconut wallah. Thirty minutes up the road is the Hyderabad Exhibition, 

where you can get Kashmiri saffron honey, handloom dupattas from all over India, and roti 
rolling stones. 
 
3.) English: If you want to practice your Hindi or Telugu (the local language), Hyderabad 

probably isn’t your best choice for vacation. I can count on one hand the number of times 
that I’ve been handicapped by my conspicuous and embarrassing monolingualism, and 
most of the signs on the street are at least partially in English. Of course, that English is 

Indian English, in all of its creative and confusing glory. The dominant idiom here is just 
slightly different from what I’m used to- for example, a take-out box is a parcel, vegetarian 
is simply veg, and yogurt is curd.  
 


